
  Clay Building Techniques

What is Clay?
    Clay is a mineral made substance of a combination of silica, aluminum, and oxygen; it is formed 

of really fine particles of weathered rocks and when fired it can withstand temperatures up to 
2500°F.

Stages of Clay:

Wet Clay: soft clay, very easily shaped
Leather-Hard: Partially dry clay, can still be 

cut/carved.
Bone-Dry: Completely dry, but not fired. 

Very fragile.
Bisque: fired once, still not glazed
Glaze-Fired: The final stage, the clay has 

been glazed and fired again.

Clay Surface:

Glaze: This is applied to a piece of clay after its first 
Bisque firing.  Glazes can be colored, or 
clear, and matte but are usually glossy.

Underglaze: This goes on the clay before the glaze. 
This is a matte surface.

Slip: fine watered-down liquid clay.  You apply this to 
clay that is wet or leather-hard.  Used especially  
in joining pieces together!

Slab-Building Technique; 
This technique uses slabs of clay scored and slipped together and smoothed together.

Steps:! 1) Roll out two even slab of your clay.
! 2) Using the score and slip method join the two pieces together.  Make sure you use 

enough slip to join the two!
! 3) Using your clay rib, even the part out to smooth together.  You can also use a small 

coil of clay scored and slipped to add more clay to where the slabs were joined.
!  

Coil-Building Technique; 
This technique of clay building uses coils of clay scored and slipped together to build up into a 
form.  This is really useful when you want to create very organic or detailed areas with the clay. 

1) Start by creating a base (b) by rolling a 
coil into a circle form.  

2) Continue to add coils using slip to build up 
your form.

3) Using your clay sculpting tools, 
occasionally smooth out your coils in the 
inside of your form and outside.

Tip: use medium sized coils!



Rock: 33/52. Andrea SlusarskiBlue Deer. Paul SmithMother. Katee McClure-
Dahlstrom

     Sense of Place: Public Sculpture Proposal part two

THE IDEA – Using clay building techniques create a three-dimensional “mock-up” of your public 
sculpture design.  These should be very detailed representations of how you 
would like your public sculpture to look like in its true size.  These should be a 
decent size; you want your “audience” to really understand your sculpture 
right??

MATERIALS – clay (earthenware), clay sculpting tools, slip, plastic bags, water bottles

PROCESS – 1) Follow either (or both) clay building techniques to achieve your desired 
sculpture form.

! 2) When your clay is leather hard and how you want the shape to be, apply 
underglazes

! 3) After the first bisque firing, apply glazes to your clay sculpture before the final 
glaze firing.

RESULT – Your completed sculpture will express care and knowledge of clay building 
techniques.  The sculpture will be an excellent visualization/model for your public 
sculpture!

   Sense of Place: Public Sculpture “Pitch”
PITCH  – Before we finish our public sculpture proposal project; you need to “pitch” your idea for 

a planned sculpture to the class.  Pretend your classmates are members of a city 
council and you are trying to convince them to allow you to build your sculpture for their 
public art.  

QUESTIONS TO ADDRESS – Tell us why this sculpture should be in that specific spot, what is 
important SENSE OF PLACE about it?

- How does your sculpture communicate a feeling or thought about 
that spot to its viewers?

- What is the exact size of the sculpture and what materials would it 
be made of.

Really try to sell us your idea through your planning, sketches, sculpture, and execution


